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Copyright is a bundle of rights granted to the creator in recognition of his effort, creativity and expression. However, copyright is limited by public interest considerations whereby the society is entitled to the benefits of the copyrighted work subject to certain restrictions that a copyright holder or creator may impose. This presents an unresolved problem of achieving a fair balance between competing interests of an owner of copyright and society at large. The present paper critically examines the introduction of digital rights management in Indian Copyright Law in contrast to larger public interest. In the context of digital content and easier digital replication of copyrighted content, the dilemma is to achieve a balance between the contesting claims of copyright holders and fair-users to fully realise right to freedom of speech and expression.
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As has the cyberspace advanced, so has copyright infringement if understood ‘in a strict sense’. The digital age has brought with it umpteen challenges in terms of technology, its use and its abuse. Traditionally, the concept of copyright infringement was restricted to physical imitation of copyrighted work, and reproduction or copying of the work accompanied with unauthorised sale/distribution of copyrighted material. The number of physical copies produced determined the extent of piracy. With the upsurge of digitalization and technology, piracy has become much easier. Legislations across the globe have incorporated technological protection measures in their copyright regimes so as to better protect, or rather restrict, the access and use of copyrighted works. Looking at it from sociological perspective, some authors propose that copyright infringement or piracy may not be as serious a crime as theft in physical world.1 This may be due to dissemination of information till a deep level through digital space and use of technological advancement in gadgets, softwares, etc. Nevertheless, the opposing views have presented a set of competing claims, spaces, rights and requirements before Legislatures today. Combating ‘piracy’ appears to be the only challenge being taken seriously by the Legislatures of the world. India has joined the race and imposed TPMs2 by amending the Copyright Act, 1957 vide the Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012.3 This is despite India not having signed, and thus, not being a Contracting State for either the WIPO Copyright Treaty or the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty.

The present paper attempts to analyse the competing spaces that emerge from the copyright holder on the one hand, and the ordinary consumer on the other hand, who has the right as well as the responsibility to make the ‘correct’ choice. The paper further analyses if India is ready for TPMs. By analysing the competence of current Indian Copyright Law to control online copyright infringement, far reaching consequences of the new provisions are highlighted. The paper presents a viewpoint that imposition of digital rights management (DRM) in India impinges upon various public policy concerns and also to an extent infringes the fundamental right to freedom of speech and expression guaranteed under the Constitution of India.

Fair Balance: Creator’s Interests v Public Interest

The fundamental idea behind copyright violation or imitation is “thou shalt not steal”. This forms the moral basis of the protective provisions with regard to copyright infringement.4 The Indian Copyright Act, 1957 (hereinafter called the Act) defines ‘copyright’ in respect of a work or any substantial part thereof as the exclusive right to do or authorize the doing of the
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acts enumerated under Section 14. This right includes the right to store the work in any medium by electronic means.\(^5\) The Copyright Act, 1957 explains ‘copyright’ under Section 14. It provides that the owner of the copyright has certain rights exclusively with himself or herself in respect of his copyrighted material. These rights include, the right to reproduce the work (literary, dramatic and musical work) including the storing of it in any electronic medium [Section14(a)(i)]. This right has been extended to the artistic works and cinematograph films through the Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012.\(^6\) Further, Section 57 of the Act gives moral rights to the author which remain with the author of the work even after all rights in the work have been assigned. These special rights include right to claim ownership of the work, that is, the author has the right to be recognized as the author of her work at all times, places and spaces wherever her work is mentioned,\(^7\) and secondly, the author has the right to be recognized as the author of her work at all times, places and spaces. These rights include, the right to reproduce the work (literary, dramatic and musical work) including the storing of it in any electronic medium [Section14(a)(i)]. This right has been extended to the artistic works and cinematograph films through the Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012.\(^6\) Further, Section 57 of the Act gives moral rights to the author which remain with the author of the work even after all rights in the work have been assigned. These special rights include right to claim ownership of the work, that is, the author has the right to be recognized as the author of her work at all times, places and spaces wherever her work is mentioned,\(^7\) and secondly, the right to restrain any distortion, mutilation or modification or other act in relation to the work which is prejudicial to the honour and reputation of the author.\(^8\) The author can even claim damages in respect of the latter right.

‘Copyright infringement’ is explained under Section 52 of the Act. According to this section, copyright in any work is infringed when any person does anything to do which only the owner of the copyright has an exclusive right to do or permits for profit any place to be used for the communication to the public of the work where such communication is an infringement of copyright in the work, both actions carried out without any license granted (by owner of such copyright or Registrar of Copyrights) or in contravention of the conditions of such license. Further, copyright is also infringed when any person sells or lets for hire or makes for such sale or hire, distributes (for trade or to an extent that it prejudicially affects the owner of the copyright), or exhibits by way of trade or imports into India any infringing copies of the work in which copyright subsists under the Copyright Act, 1957. Read together, the conclusion is that if any musical, literary, or dramatic work is stored in any electronic medium, or any work is reproduced, the same shall constitute ‘copyright infringement’ under the Act if it is stored or reproduced without license or permission from the copyright owner.

The scope and risk of infringement of economic and moral rights of owners and authors, respectively, greatly increases in the cyberspace. A copyrighted work may be displayed on a website, for example: a painting the photograph of which was clicked in an exhibition and then uploaded on an internet user’s blog without mentioning the author thereof, and such act may go undetected owing to vastness of cyberspace. Movies downloaded from P2P networks (without permission of the copyright owner) may be stored in a user’s personal computer or any external storage device without attracting any penalty for such storage if the same goes undetected. The provisions with respect to storage of copyrighted content directly target the innocent internet user, who is always in a dilemma as to spend hundreds of rupees for buying legitimate material or to download the same from the internet free of cost. Once such infringement is established, the penalty for the same is also strict and may even lead to imprisonment. The fact that piracy occurs and law and technology together have considerably failed in eliminating it, poses a question as to the need and usefulness of such penal provisions.\(^9\) It cannot be denied that such provisions coupled with provisions as to powers of police to seize infringing copies would help curb and redress organized copyright infringement, particularly in cinematograph films, however, the same may be applied in a similar fashion to genuine and ordinary internet users. The entire copyright law including the international treaties governing copyright give an impression that online piracy of copyrighted material is a gross and serious crime and must be met with stringent measures. The said view, however, is one-sided and does not speak of the internet user’s right to access and use, which can act as legitimate limitations upon the exclusive rights of the copyright owners.\(^10\)

Copyright law can best be defined by constant strained tussle between exclusive private rights on the one hand and the freedom to read and express oneself\(^11\) as one wishes on the other hand.\(^12\) This dichotomy of interests often results in the balance leaning towards the copyright holders. Digital Rights Management (DRM) is one such technological measure that has now received legislative acceptance and incorporation in India. Essentially, DRM is meant to protect the ‘exclusive rights’ of copyright holders, which right encompasses within itself the right to exclude others from use, in any form, of the copyrighted material. However, by its very nature and functioning, this measure disrupts the balance between public rights and private interests that copyright law seeks to achieve, or rather, had sought
to achieve at the time of its introduction in independent India.13

Rights granted under copyright protection act as incentive for authors, artists, and other creators, and encourage investment in the dissemination and exploitation of works for the ultimate benefit of the public. Further, by enabling the creator to derive a financial reward from his work, his artistic independence and right to create and publish according to his own wish and conscience is assured.14 However, technological measures such as DRM have potential to lead to an unnecessary expansion of the rights granted to a copyright holder under Copyright Law.

Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 1948 recognises the concept of public interest against the rights of copyright owner.15 Article 19 of UDHR provides, ‘Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.’ (Emphasis supplied). These rights are also manifested in the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), and the International Covenant for Economic, Social and Political Rights (ICESCR).16

The public interest element of copyright protection can be derived from the Directive Principles of State Policy envisaged under Part IV of the Constitution of India. Article 38(1) directs the State to strive to promote the welfare of the people by securing and protecting as effectively as it may a social order in which justice, social, economic and political, shall inform all the institutions of the national life. Article 39(b) and (c) specifically mandate that the State shall direct its policy towards securing: ‘(b) that the ownership and control of the material resources of the community are so distributed as best to subserve the common good; and (c) that the operation of the economic system does not result in the concentration of wealth and means of production to the common detriment.’ Additionally, the fundamental duties as to every citizen’s endeavour being ‘to develop scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform’;17 and ‘to strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour and achievement’,18 may be called upon to justify limits on copyright protection.

Thus, the right to freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed under Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India cannot be exercised without limitations. These limitations include not only those as contained under Article 19(2),19 but also the principles as provided for under Part IV, since the State is under obligation to legislate keeping in view the principles of common good and common ownership. Just as an author or creator of a work has right to express himself, and consequently get protection for his work, every citizen also has a right to receive information.20 Thus, no law can negate or abridge freedom of speech and expression expressly guaranteed to all citizens under the Constitution of India.

**Contours of Digital Rights Management**

The digital dilemma with respect to copyright law is torn between the technological advances which make it possible to make perfect copies of movies, music, academic content, software etc. in no time and distribute the same globally through internet, and the control and regulation of content and its distribution over the digital medium. To effect such control, digital copies of content are fed with TPMs. When combined with legal sanctions, TPMs make it possible to control access to and distribution of content to an unprecedented degree.21 Using TPMs, distributors of digital works may not only preserve existing markets for their works, but they may also create new market.21 Thus, even the content that has fallen in the public domain and should thus be freely available may be wrapped up in TPMs with minor changes making them a subject-matter of copyright and justifying applying DRM thereto.22 TPMs like encryption, trusted systems, and digital watermarking technology are being used in today’s digital market to assert the rights of copyright holders.

To offer a better and rather strict protection to content and to create a profitable market for authorised production of digital content, technological standards have been integrated into operational software programs. According to some authors, in many cases these standards have begun carrying normative legal substance, as their influence on user behaviour has expanded.23 The emerging DRM technology, which is being popularized extensively by copyright driven industries, is one such prominent example.24 When legal commands that regulate form are promoted through legal rules, they are characterized by a high level of specificity backed by an authoritative executing mechanism that leaves little room for judicial discretion.25
Trusted Systems

Trusted system is a technological measure whereby the system administrator can define and limit the number or set of people who can access the information circulated within its network. In some cases a trusted system can also limit the number of times a legitimate and authorized user can access the content shared therein. For example, Real Audio, an alternative to MP3, relies upon trusted systems technology to distribute digital content in a format that can limit the ability of users to play, copy, or save files. Files saved in RealAudio format can only be played with a RealAudio player, and the player is programmed to determine whether any particular use is authorized or unauthorized. In DRM, trusted computing can be used to create sealed storage thereby preventing the user from opening the file with an unauthorised computer, or remote attestation whereby the system generates a certificate of authenticity of the software running on a computer. In this form of DRM, companies providing the software can keep a regular check on tampering of the software by users and can also identify any unauthorized changes made to the software in order to circumvent TPMs.

Thus, in laptops or desktops using a pirated Windows Operating System, a message flashes each time the computer is booted indicating that the Windows copy in the system is not genuine. ‘Pay-per-view’ mode to watch a movie at the authorised television is also an example of a trusted system employed to implement DRM system. Trusted systems enable a secured network since they give the content provider a way to verify the authenticity of any message it receives that claims authorization to read a digital work. They allow the content provider to make the works available only to persons the content provider knows have paid for access. Therefore, even after having sold the product for a hefty price, the content provider can exercise control over how and to what degree can a user can make use of the bought content. In short, trusted systems have the capability to be an ‘extraordinarily effective and profitable means of controlling, and rationing, access to works of information and entertainment’.  

Digital Watermarking and Fingerprinting

DRM technology performs two separate functions. First, it identifies digital versions of copyrighted works, just as International Book Standard Numbers (ISBN) identify hardcopy books. Digitally identifiable versions of copyrighted works are generally created through two well-accepted existing technologies, known as “watermarking” and “fingerprinting”. The identification function tracks works electronically, such as when they are transmitted over basic peer-to-peer networks in the form of email or instant message attachments. Second, DRM software may also provide copyright owners with control over the various excludable rights of copyright ownership, including access to their works and the ability to make copies of and redistribute the works.

Digital watermarking is the act of hiding a message related to a digital signal (i.e. an image, song, video) within the signal itself. The added watermarks help identify if the data is copyright protected, and also in owner identification. Being able to identify the owner of a specific digital work of art, such as a video or image can be quite difficult, nevertheless, it is important for digital works from the point of view of copyright owners. The technology of digital watermarking is also beneficial for compactness of products. Instead of including copyright notices with every image or song, the owner could simply use watermarking to embed the copyright in the image or the song itself. In this, the watermarking technology is revolutionary. The second function of transaction tracking of DRM can be achieved through watermarking as well. In this case the watermark embedded in a digital work can be used to record one or more transactions taking place in the history of a copy of the work. For example, watermarking could be used to record the recipient of every legal copy of a movie by embedding a dissimilar watermark in each copy. If the movie is then leaked online, the source of the leak could be identified through the unique embedded watermark.

Copy control is another useful application for digital watermarking. In this application, watermarking can be used to prevent the illegal copying of songs, images of movies, by embedding a watermark in them that would instruct a watermarking compatible CD or DVD writer to not write a song or movie because it is an illegal copy. The motion picture industry of the United States has adopted a similar approach with digital copies of movies distributed on DVDs. Each DVD is encrypted by a Copy Protection System known as the Content Scramble System (or CSS). DVD of a movie fed with the CSS can only be viewed on DVD players or
computers using CSS-licensed technology. Further, the player or the equipment is programmed to permit the user to play, but not copy, the movie.  

Limitations on Copyright

Copyright is an exclusive right, yet certain statutory limitations are imposed upon it in order to meet the ‘public benefit’ element thereof.

Doctrine of Fair Use

The Doctrine of Fair Use under the Copyright Act, 1957 specifically exempts certain acts from the purview of copyright infringement. According to Section 52 of the Act, ‘the making of copies or adaptation of a computer programme by the lawful possessor of a copy of such computer programme from such copy in order to utilize the computer programme for the purpose for which it was supplied or to make back-up copies purely as a temporary protection against loss, destruction, or damage in order only to utilize the computer programme for the purpose for which it was supplied’ would not be copyright infringement. In a similar manner, ‘the doing of any act necessary to obtain information essential for operating inter-operability of an independently created computer programme with other programmes by a lawful possessor of a computer programme is not a copyright violation if such information is not otherwise readily available’. Further, there will not be any copyright violation in ‘the observation, study or test of functioning of the computer programme in order to determine the ideas and principles, which underline any elements of the programme while performing such acts necessary for the functions for which the computer programme was supplied’. The provision also provides that making of copies or adaptation of the computer programme from a legally obtained copy for non-commercial personal use will not amount to copyright violation.

A ‘fair dealing’ with a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work for the purposes of private use including research is also exempted from liability. Further, the use of copyrighted material for the purpose of review or criticism, or for reporting as news, or in connection of any judicial proceeding etc. cannot be said to be copyright infringement but is covered under ‘fair use doctrine’. These provisions rightly protect the genuine user or researcher and cannot be said to have a negative impact on the copyright owner so as to discourage him to create new works.

However, there exist certain insurmountable difficulties with respect to fair use over the internet. Most of the fair use provisions are dependent on the distinction between private use and public use. Law permits fair dealing for private, non-commercial use, whereas the public commercial use can only be done with the permission of the right holder. This distinction gets eroded in the digital environment where an individual is able to transmit over the internet a work to millions of users scattered over the entire globe and who may download the same in the privacy of their homes. Can a computer user who uses scenes from a cinematograph film to create a fan video-mix and backs it with a popular song or musical piece and uploads the finished ‘work’ on the internet be said to have infringed copyright in the cinematograph film and the music piece/song, more so when the act of uploading may not fall under ‘private use’ to exempt user from liability? Will such a user be a creator or an infringer, or both? Further, should this ‘finished work’ be protected as a ‘work’ in itself? This could easily be said to be a multimedia work. Considering that a multimedia work has a value beyond the value of its individual components since the extra value flows from having diverse inputs brought together in one work, they can form subject-matter of protection.

In Chancellor Masters and Scholars of the University of Oxford v Narendra Publishing House and Ors., the Delhi High Court has aptly summed up the policy behind fair dealing. The court held that the doctrine ‘legitimizes the reproduction of a copyrightable work. Coupled with a limited copyright term, it guarantees not only a public pool of ideas and information, but also a vibrant public domain in expression, from which an individual can draw as well as replenish. Fair use provisions, then must be interpreted so as to strike a balance between the exclusive rights granted to the copyright holder, and the often competing interest of enriching the public domain. Section 52 therefore cannot be interpreted to stifle creativity, and at the same time must discourage blatant plagiarism. It, therefore, must receive a liberal construction in harmony with the objectives of copyright law. Section 52 of the Act only details the broad heads, use under which would not amount to infringement. Resort, must, therefore be made to the principles enunciated by the courts to identify fair use.'
Copyright Misuse

Copyright misuse is a defence to copyright infringement allegations which operates to preclude enforcement of a copyright if is improperly used. The defense was first successfully invoked by an alleged copyright infringer to escape liability in 1990 in the case of Lasercomb America, Inc. v Reynolds. In Lasercomb, the Fourth Circuit held that the plaintiff (the company that licenced the software) had misused a software copyright when it included in its standard licensing agreement a term that barred the licensee from creating a competing product. The court held that inclusion of such a term in the licence agreement was however, not an antitrust violation, yet it was a public policy violation. Thus, the copyright of plaintiff was rendered unenforceable.

The defence of copyright misuse however, comes with riders, and cannot always be successfully used. It was rejected by the Ninth Circuit in Apple, Inc. v Psystar Corporation in the context of software licence agreements. Psystar manufactured personal computers and sold them after installing Apple’s Mac OS X Operating System on them. Apple brought an action of copyright infringement, inter alia against Psystar. Psystar argued copyright misuse by Apple contending that it required the users/licensees of its Mac OS X Operating System to use only on Apple computers. The Court rejected this argument holding that since users of Mac were only licensees thereof and not owners, and hence the ‘first sale doctrine’ was not applicable thereto. Thus, the restriction of Apple in its end-user licence agreement was not an unjustified expansion of copyright. Further, the said term also did not bear any adverse effect on competition since the Apple’s licence did not restrict a competitor from developing and marketing its own software. It is this distinction of sales and licences that does not permit the use of the defense of copyright misuse.

The doctrine typically involves the limited question that whether the copyright holder has exercised its limited monopoly to leverage, by way of imposing terms (on the user) in the agreement, to use the copyrighted work only upon the acceptance of specific conditions. The defense was upheld where it restricted competition by including a condition in the license agreement that completely prevented the licensee from using any other competing product. Some authors argue that that any attempt by a copyright holder to expand the scope of his copyright to gain control over an idea or to deter fair use should constitute misuse. The copyright misuse doctrine has till now however, not been successfully used in India.

Contract Law and Copyright

Copyright protection can be implemented and expanded through terms of a contract since the contract law gives the parties freedom to agree on the terms they shall be governed by in their dealings with each other. The most appropriate example to analyse the defense of copyright policy overriding the contractual terms, is the case of ProCD, Inc. v Zeidenberg. The Court in this judgement have validity to ‘shrink-wrap licence agreements’ while even observing that the terms therein shall be binding even if the user/licensee had not read such terms. Thus, terms of license that restricted an end-user to only use the product and not resell, relicense or rent it were binding. This precedent was later on used for ‘click-wrap’ contracts as well. Thus, copyright owners can successfully enforce incorporated terms in their ‘click-wrap’ or ‘browse-wrap’ licenses that not only call for enforcement of rights granted under copyright law but go a step ahead in filling the gaps in exclusive rights granted under copyright, thereby prohibiting the licensee from engaging in fair use or even copying public domain elements of a copyrighted work, and further holding the licensee contractually liable for infringing uses of the work. Such contracts are now enforceable, and thus, attract the public policy considerations of copyright law.

It is difficult to understand that a contract, which is merely an aggregation of agreed terms by two parties, can override the public policy element in copyright. However, challenge to such a contract on the basis of it having not been entered into with free consent has been silenced by the US Courts’ decisions. Likelihood is that the same approach will be followed in India, especially after the 2012 Amendment to the Copyright Act. This approach of expanding or achieving what is not expressly granted under a statute through the backdoor of contract law, is not only a public policy violation, but in some aspects also hits at the right to freedom of speech as guaranteed under Article 19 (1) (a) of the Constitution of India. Such approach, as some authors indicate, can imbue expansion of copyright protection with legitimacy or normative content.

Another instance of copyright expansion in cases of digital copies of copyrighted work was the remote deletion of e-copies of a particular version of George
Orwell’s novel (1984) by Amazon Kindle in 2009. Kindle users who had purchased and downloaded this e-book discovered that it had been remotely deleted from their device. Section 106 of Title 17 of the United States Code (Copyright Law of the United States of America and Related Laws) grants exclusive rights to copyrighted works, including right to prepare derivative works, distributing and reproducing copies. Remote deletion functionally expands the reach of copyright beyond these rights as granted under Section 106 to a right to control the use and possession of all distributed copies. This would constitute a significant disruption of the balance of rights established by the first sale doctrine.

**Competition Policies and Copyright**

The Competition Act, 2002 was introduced in India with a view, *inter alia*, to promote and sustain competition in markets, to protect the interests of consumers and to ensure freedom of trade in Indian markets. The Act expressly prohibits anti-competitive agreements in case these agreements lead to an appreciable adverse effect on competition. Such agreements are void. The Competition Act also further prohibits abuse of its dominant position by an enterprise or a group. Imposing, either directly or indirectly, unfair or discriminatory conditions or price for sale or purchase of goods or services constitutes an abuse of dominant position under the Act. Further, if an enterprise or group limits or restricts: (i) production of goods or provision of services or market therefor; or (ii) technical or scientific development relating to goods or services to the prejudice of consumers, it shall be deemed an abuse of its dominant position. Other actions specifically termed to be an abuse of dominant position by an enterprise or a group under the Act include, indulgence in practice(s) resulting in denial of market access; making conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by other party of supplementary obligations, unconnected with the subject of contracts; or use of its dominant position in one relevant market to enter into, or protect, other relevant market.

Drawing an exception for intellectual property rights, Section 3(5) of the Competition Act provides, “Nothing contained in this section shall restrict—(i) the right of any person to restrain any infringement of, or to impose *reasonable conditions*, as may be necessary for protecting any of his rights which have been or may be conferred upon him under— (a) the Copyright Act, 1957 (14 of 1957)” (Emphasis supplied). Thus, but for this exclusionary proviso, a copyright holder would not have been legally able to impose conditions of use over the copyrighted work expanding his copyright protection. This provision also limits, to a great extent, the defense available to users of copyrighted works in arguing that terms of a certain copyrighted work are in conflict with competition law and policies of the country. Anti-circumvention provisions, by their very nature, encourage abuse of dominant position of any enterprise.

Interestingly, even TRIPS Agreement takes care of such a conflicting position under its Article 40 of Section 8, whereby it is provided, *inter alia*, that:

1. Members agree that some licensing practices or conditions pertaining to intellectual property rights which restrain competition may have adverse effects on trade and may impede the transfer and dissemination of technology. 2. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent Members from specifying in their legislation licensing practices or conditions that may in particular cases constitute an abuse of intellectual property rights having an adverse effect on competition in the relevant market.

The Indian Law makes absolutely no use of such a provision that clearly provides for a solution to maintain the fair balance between competing rights that Copyright Law otherwise seeks to achieve.

The provisions of Digital Rights Management, as introduced *via* the 2012 Amendment in India, can reasonably be expected to have an appreciable bearing on competition among the Indian markets. In this regard, Section 1201 of Title 17, Chapter 12 (Copyright Protection and Management Systems) of the US Code is relevant. This provision expressly prohibits creation of various devices and technologies that might be used to facilitate copying by circumventing copyright management devices. Such a provision is nothing but a draconian intrusion upon right to speech.

India too, by virtue of Section 65A, which was inserted vide the 2012 Amendment, curtails this circumvention and makes circumvention of an effective technological measure by any person a criminal offence.

**Public Policy, Unconscionability and Copyright Expansion**

The copyright pre-emption doctrine is a concept under which private contracts can be found to be
contrary to the purpose or function of the Copyright Act and thus can be pre-empted. Section 23 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 (ICA) gives the right to avoid the contract in case it violates public policy. The same was reiterated fervently by the Supreme Court of India in *Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd. v Brojo Nath Ganguly*. The Supreme Court took the view that unconscionable contracts may be void being contrary to public policy under Section 23 of the ICA. This interpretation was a breakthrough for contract law, since the people with inequitable bargaining capacity were now able to negotiate contracts with a sense of security. The Copyright Act, however, fails to take into account such public policy aspect of copyright protection. It is true that compulsory licensing has been provided for under the Act, but its application is to a limited extent. However, unequal bargaining capacity is not taken into account while granting copyright protection. Thus, in the garb of freedom to contract, copyright protection is expanded and such unconscionable contracts are not likely to be struck down by courts in light of the 2012 Amendment.

**Competing Claims of Copyright Holders and Consumers**

In *Wiley Eastern Ltd. & Ors. v Indian Institute of Management*, the Court traced the purpose of defence of fair dealing to Indian Constitution. “The basic purpose of Section 52 is to protect the freedom of expression under Article 19(1) of the Constitution of India- so that research, private study, criticism or review or reporting of current events could be protected. Section 52 is not intended by Parliament to negatively prescribe what is infringement”. The legitimate user of the internet seeks to express himself and through this global means and further seeks to share the knowledge in his possession with the wide world. He has, under the Indian Constitution, a guaranteed fundamental right under Article 19(1)(a), which encompasses the right to information. In *R.P. Limited v Indian Express Newspapers* the Supreme Court read into Article 21 the right to know. The Supreme Court held that right to know is a necessary ingredient of participatory democracy. Sure, this right to know and right to information can be curtailed with reasonable restrictions. However, when restrictions are such that they only tend to protect the author in garb of his exclusive rights thereby depriving the genuine consumer even the basic right to enjoy the work, they cannot be called ‘reasonable’. The irony is that the foremost function of the work is public enjoyment, for in the absence of the same the economic rights of the author may not be realized to full owing to lack of sales. On the other hand, if the use of a copyrighted work is such that it does not deprive the author of her moral rights and significantly adds value or praise or fame to the copyrighted work, the user/consumer must be allowed to do so.

In today’s world, technology is such that it can “break down the barriers between an artist and his audience; it could transform the passive experience of the listener into active engagement with the music.” This is most prominently experienced in the music industry. The democratic aspect of technology has taken on a new meaning, as artists rely increasingly on direct connections with their public, through technology, to publicize their work. Services, such as, YouTube are quite popular in this regard.

In the recent case of *Sagarika Music Pvt. Ltd. & Ors. v Dishnet Wireless Ltd. & Ors.* before the Calcutta High Court, Indian music industry bodies Phonographic Performance Ltd. (PPL) and Indian Music Industry (IMI), and music label Sagarika Music Pvt. Ltd. contended that the website songs.pk was playing and posting Hindi movies songs without any copyright or license. An *ex parte* application was filed on the apprehension that serving of notice of application would lead to shifting of website content to a different one. The High Court passed interim directions in the matter blocking the website by an injunction order banning the website by directing all ISPs to block access to the website through methods such as DNS name blocking, IP address blocking via routers, and DPI based URL blocking. Barely forty days had passed and the website was re-launched with the name songspk.pk by the same domain name owner. This is not the lone case on the subject of online copyright infringement or as the Delhi High Court put it, ‘internet piracy’. In 2006 for the first time, the Delhi High Court in *Microsoft Corporation v Deepak Raval* granted punitive damages for various forms of software piracy and also gave an explanation to the expression ‘internet piracy’. The justification given by the Court for award of compulsory damages was to make up for the loss suffered by the plaintiff and “deter a wrong doer and like-minded from indulging in such unlawful activities.”

It is not that copyright infringement at such a scale as described above should be encouraged; it is to be
condemned. However, what needs to be understood is that the website was being visited by thousands of people leading to a considerable loss of profit for the music industry. Piracy happens. There is no denying that. It happens more so for music and songs. In such a scenario, can the consumer be held guilty only because the copyright holder is denied of his profit? Can there not be a balance between consumers’ needs and copyright holders’ greed considering the fact that the foremost aim of intellectual property rights protection is to achieve a balance among competing claims in the public interest?

Online distribution of digital content, particularly digital music, differs principally in many aspects from distribution in the physical environment, and thus, has major consequences for the protection and enforcement of copyright of such content.78 First, the online distribution of digital content is far more vulnerable to unauthorized use than analogue distribution of digital content. Second, there is no distinction between the carrier or the medium of information and the content itself as is in the physical world, for example, the book (carrier) and its content.79 Further, the digital environment provides an opportunity to the copyright owners to open separate markets for the same content. Thus, the manner of handling the digital content must also be different. The cyberspace is far more sensitive and powerful than it is understood to be. It can be either condemned completely by the copyright holders by bringing up infringement issues or can be used as a positive opportunity to grow and expand in markets and among audiences that may not be reached in the physical space. The latter may prove to more beneficial in economic terms for the copyright holder.

Approach of Indian Law to DRM: A Critique

A study on Copyright Piracy in India conducted in 199980 when India was trying to make its IP legislations compliant with TRIPS, observed as under in its conclusion:

What Needs to be Done?

A massive publicity campaign regarding the ills of copyright violation mentioning its being criminal offence, consequences, etc. could be launched. This is however, a gigantic task. Everybody involved in this, like the Government, local authorities, right HOLDERS, associations, copyright societies, law enforcing authorities, etc have to join hands together. Education campaign can also be launched at the school and college levels since students are the major consumers of the goods produced by copyright industry. However, piracy is not a phenomenon that can be tackled through any short cut in the short term. This should be a long term effort to educate students of schools and colleges. The associations (NASSCOM, Indian Music Industry) along with copyright office have to necessarily take very active part in this direction in order to reduce the extent of piracy if not eliminate it. The police personnel including the constables have to be properly trained. In turn the heads of the crime branches/copyright cells in the respective states/UTs may educate their colleagues. If needed persons/associations like NASSCOM, IMI, IPRS, etc could be invited to address such workshops. Anti-Piracy hot line in the line of NASSCOM can be installed at the respective associations, copyright societies and with the crime branch in respective states.

It is thus, indisputably clear that the Indian approach has always been one favouring the copyright holders, and continues to be so, as is amply reflected by the 2012 Amendment to the Copyright Act, 1957. It needs to be understood that neither legal sanctions nor social norms have deterred the unauthorized reproduction and distribution of copyrighted works via the Internet.55

On one level, it is possible to argue that while anti-circumvention provisions introduced in the Indian Copyright Regime vide the 2012 Amendment, the approach of the Legislature was to include safeguard in the form of “intention” as an essential requirement to convict anybody therein. Secondly, it is also possible to argue that since the Amendment allows circumvention for all purposes that are not expressly prohibited by the Copyright Act, 1957, it must only be fair or balanced to keep the anti-circumvention provisions. This approach however, ignores two important factors. First, the copyright owner who takes extra effort and incurs cost to employ technological measures to prevent its work from use or abuse is almost always backed by a strong economic standing as against the ordinary user who may simply be keen to listen to a new song. Second, the measures employed may be such that cannot be circumvented without incurring a huge expense as to simply access the work. Thus, if a disability organisation decides to adapt a new Hindi movie for the deaf and dumb by including subtitles therein, all fails if such organisation has no money or technical expertise to circumvent the TPM in the video disc of
the movie.\textsuperscript{81} Thus, while the statute gives the right of compulsory license to such organization, this right is substantially abridged by the failure of the Legislature to take into account the cost that may be involved to exercise such right. Thus, by legitimizing the protection of DRM measures within copyright law, the legislature has in effect added transaction costs for the users who want to exercise their legitimate rights.\textsuperscript{81}

One of the most important steps that any legislature must undertake before engaging in a legislative process is to conduct a proper economic analysis of the need as well as the impact of the proposed legislation in society.\textsuperscript{82} While economic analysis of law has not in general received its due attention in the Indian law making scenario, subjects like copyright law certainly deserve a rigorous analysis, considering their far reaching implications in the society.\textsuperscript{78} The DRM provisions were introduced in India with a strong desire to be in consonance with the WIPO Copyright Treaties and their introduction expresses the firm belief that adherence to those two treaties is necessary for protecting the copyrighted material in India over digital networks like Internet.\textsuperscript{83} However, until a thorough economic analysis of the effects of these provisions on Indian markets is done, DRM provisions shall continue to pose problems for consumers.

Yet another aspect ignored by the Legislature is the possible misuse of DRM provisions. This is especially necessary in contemporary Indian scenario since various High Courts / trial courts have started passing \textit{John Doe} or \textit{Ashok Thakur} orders in favour of the right holders. These broad injunctions may be rigorously used to enforce the strict provisions of Sections 65A and 65B of the Act in order to circumvent the fair dealing provisions. More so, the Indian market, which also consists of an unorganized market running in every street and corner of Indian cities, is not ready for such severe DRM provisions. When strictly adhered to, DRM provisions make almost every user of computer a criminal!\textsuperscript{84}

\textbf{Conclusion}

While copyright may be justified by a \textit{quid pro quo} approach where it is mandatory to grant the creator certain incentives in the form of rights to encourage future creation, yet the public interest element of copyright must not be forgotten. India has numerous examples to offer where public policy concerns have been given overriding effect against private rights. However, by including Digital Rights Management provisions in the Copyright Act, 1957, India has indirectly succumbed to international pressure that too without signing the WIPO Copyright Treaties.

The provisions of Digital Rights Management as introduced in the Copyright Act, 1957 vide the 2012 Amendment are definitely an encroachment of the fundamental right to speech and expression as guaranteed by the Constitution of India under Article 19(1)(a). Further, by not backing these provisions with a thorough study of the Indian market in respect of digital piracy, the Legislature has opened the door for challenging these provisions in the court of law. The DRM provisions completely ignore the public policy aspect of copyright and instead of achieving a balance between competing claims, these provisions are biased towards the copyright owners. Considering that the lobby of copyright owners seems united in its stand and economically much more viable than ordinary Indian users of digital versions of copyrighted works, it is likely that the Amendment may not be challenged. In such a scenario, there must at least be an attempt to initiate a post-Amendment analysis of the effectiveness of the DRM provisions. Copyright law generally speaking, aims to balance the interests of creators of content with those of the users of content by providing the latter access to such content subject to certain limitations and restrictions. However, when the same law that should aim for a balance curtails fundamental freedom of speech and expression, it needs to be relooked.
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